The invasive harvestman *Opilio canestrinii* (Thorell, 1876) (Opiliones: Phalangiidae) in Poland
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Abstract: *Opilio canestrinii* is an expansive harvestman originating from the Apennine Peninsula which in the last decades of the XX century invaded Central Europe. New details on the occurrence of the species in Poland are given. The investigation carried out in Lublin revealed that currently this species is one of the most common harvestmen in Polish urban areas. The new data suggest that the species occurs in the whole country but its distribution is limited mainly to large and mid-sized towns.
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Introduction

The original range of *Opilio canestrinii* (Thorell, 1876) comprises Tunisia, the Apeninne Peninsula together with the neighboring islands (Sicily, Malta, Elba) and parts of southern Alps (Martens 1978, Gruber 1985, 1988, Komposch 1993, Delfosse 2004). It is probably known also from Algeria (Gruber 1988) but the old data need verification. During the second half of the XX century the species began to invade northwards, first to Austria (found in Innsbruck already in 1968 and in Wien 1980; Gruber 1985, Komposch & Gruber 2004, Komposch 2011), then to Germany (Mainz, Stuttgart, Berlin; Martens 1978) and Switzerland (Luzern; Martens 1978). This process could be very well demonstrated by its distribution in Germany: Martens (1978) mentioned only three localities, Gruber (1985) already 12, and now (Bliss 1990, Staudt 2010) the species is known from 169 localities. Nearly in the same time *O. canestrinii* has been found in Denmark (Enghoff 1987, Gruber 1988), southern Sweden (Enghoff 1988), Belgium (Vanhercke 1998), the Netherlands (Van der Weele 1993), Slovenia (Novak et al. 2002), Czech Republic (Klimeš 1995, Klimeš & Roušar 1998), Slovakia (Klimeš 1999, Mašan & Mihál 2007), Hungary (Lengyel 2010), France (Delfosse & Iorio 2009, Iorio & Delfosse 2010) and southern England (Hillyard 2000, 2005). Partial summary on the invasion is included in the paper by Blick & Komposch paper (2004).

Some information on *O. canestrinii* in Poland can be found in paper of Staręga (2004). The species has been noted from three localities only: Warszawa-Kamionek [UTM EC 08], Warszawa-Jelonki [DC 98] and Bialystok-Śródmieście [FD 48] (Fig. 1). The first specimens were observed in Warsaw in 1979 and 1980 and collected in 1982. The very scarce number of localities and specimens suggested that the species was very rare in the country. This view has been revised in this article. The results of several years of the research on opilionid fauna in Poland were used to review the occurrence of *O. canestrinii*. Some new data allowed to supplement the information on this subject.

http://rcin.org.pl
METHODS OF STUDY

The material has been collected by hand (no other method could be used on walls, fences etc.). Pitfall traps were successfully used only in the Kępa Redłowska Reserve. The collected material was identified mainly by the first author and it is stored in his collection in Lublin. Several earlier series were identified by the second author and stored in his reference collection in Warsaw.

LIST OF LOCALITIES

All Polish localities of Opilio canestrini are in the lowlands (Fig. 1), from about 20–30 m a.s.l. (Moczyły, Sieraków) in the north of the country to 250–280 m a.s.l. (Sosnowiec, Tomaszów Lubelski) in the south. In parentheses are data already published (Staręga 2004).

Fig. 1. Distribution of Opilio canestrini in Poland: stars indicate the published data, dots – the new localities.
Opilio canestrinii in Poland


(Białystok-Śródmieście [FD 48; 53°08' N, 23°09' E], Zamenhofa Str., walls of building, leg. W. Staręga: 23.10.1994 – 1 ♀ and observations of numerous specimens in summer and autumn months 1995–1998 on outer walls, on the balcony overgrown by hop and Virginia creeper (2. floor) and even in the flat).

Sieraków [WU 73; 52°38' N, 16°03' E], distr. Międzychód, filling station, 23.08.2011 leg. A. Zawal – 1 ♀.


Kazimierz Dolny [EB 68; 51°19' N, 21°56' E], walls of buildings around the old Market Place (Rynek), 19.07.2009 leg. R. Rozwałka – 2 ♀♂ (several further specimens observed).


Lublin-Dębówka [FB 08; 51°16’ N, 22°28’ E], -Sławin [FB 18; 51°15’ N, 22°35’ E], -Czechów-Południe [FB 08; 51°15’ N, 22°32’ E], -Ponikwoda [FB 07; 51°15’ N, 22°35’ E], -Wieniawa [FB 07; 51°14’ N, 22°31’ E], -Śródmieście [FB 07; 51°14’ N, 22°32’ E], -Stare Miasto [FB 07; 51°15’ N, 22°34’ E], -Kalinowszczyzna [FB 07; 51°15’ N, 22°34’ E], -Konstantynów [FB 07; 51°14’ N, 22°30’ E], -Rury [FB 07; 51°14’ N, 22°31’ E], -Czuby Północne [FB 07; 51°14’ N, 22°29’ E], -Czuby Południowe [FB 07; 51°13’ N, 22°31’ E], -Tatary [FB 17; 51°14’ N, 22°35’ E], -Bronowice [FB 17; 51°13’ N, 22°35’ E], -Dzielna [FB 17; 51°13’ N, 22°35’ E], -Felin [FB 17; 51°13’ N, 22°37’ E] – altogether collected in the period 2004–2010 (leg. R. Rozwałka) – 381 ♀♂, 359 ♀♀, 107 juv. and many more specimens observed. The species is very common in Lublin, over 100 localities have been documented. Their detailed mentioning would be unnecessary increasing of the volume of the present paper. Therefore only the quarters were given. The
very first specimens have been found in the city on 21.09.2004 (1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ – leg. R. Rozwałka, det. W. Staręga).


Wrocław-Stare Miasto [XS 46; 51°06’ N, 17°01’ E], walls of buildings and brick fence in the vicinity of the former Świebodzki railway station, 4.–5.10.2009 leg. P. Bielak-Bielecki – 11 ♂♂, 15 ♀♀, 1 juv.


Krasnystaw [FB 55; 50°59’ N, 23°10’ E], Kościuszki Str., brick fences and walls of buildings, 23.08.2009 leg. R. Rozwałka – 2 ♀♀ (several more specimens observed).


Sandomierz-Stare Miasto [EB 51; 50°40’ N, 21°44’ E], walls of buildings, 13.09.2009 leg. R. Rozwałka – 4 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ (several further specimens observed).

Tomaszów Lubelski [FA 79; 50°27’ N, 23°05’ E], brick wall around the cemetery, 1.11.2009 obs. R. Rozwałka – 1 ♂.

Kraków-Ogród Botaniczny (Botanical Garden) [DA 24; 50°03’ N, 19°57’ E], walls of buildings, by night, 3.–4.08.2007 leg. R. Rozwałka – 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀.

Kraków-Dąbie [DA 24; 50°03’ N, 19°59’ E], by the mouth of Prądnik into Vistula, tree stems, 12.10.2009 phot. doc. J. Radwański – 1 juv. (many more further specimens observed).

**PHENOLOGY**

*Opilio canestrinii* is a summer-autumnal species (Martens 1978). The juveniles, already identifiable (Fig.3), appear in about middle of May and occur regularly to the middle of August and sporadically even much later (Fig. 2). Males (Fig. 4) appear in the first decade of July and live to end of November–early December (Fig. 3). Females (Fig. 5) – from the middle of July nearly to middle of December (Fig. 2). Active specimens of *O. canestrinii* were collected even after transitory ground frosts or snow-falls. Copulation has been observed several times (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Phenology of *Opilio canestrinii* on summaric observation in years 2008 – 2009 in Lublin](http://rcin.org.pl)
Opilio canestrinii is a very common species in Lublin which can be regularly found throughout the city. It is very numerous on the outer walls of buildings and fences, independently from the basis (brick, concrete, stone, wood). Sporadically, it comes even into staircases and flats. It can be confirmed also in Białystok (W. Staręga’s observations). Moreover it occurs on loess walls of escarpments and gullies (or excavations) within the city. The species is equally common on tree and bush trunks in city parks and afforested squares (Tab. 1) and even in allotments. It lives also on the ground: on lawns, flower-beds and so on. The comparative search of natural biotopes in the vicinity of Lublin did not reveal the species. Similar situation was in other natural localities in South-Eastern Poland (e.g. Rozwałka 2009 and unpubl. data). The data from the Netherlands or Germany, where this expansive species occurs in natural habitats (Wijnhoven et al. 2007, Wijnhoven 2009) or from Austria where it encroaches to agricultural land and exceptionally to forests (Komposch & Gruber 2004). The new data show that the species may also occur in natural biotopes in Poland (the Kępa Redłowska Nature Reserve).

Table 1. Example data on the numbers of O. canestrinii in chosen localities in Lublin. Material has been collected by night, on sight, looking for and catching all harvestmen visible in the light of strong electrical lamp in zone from about the ground up to 2.2–2.3 m during about two hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Lublin Castle, outer walls and brick-metal fence</th>
<th>Saxon Garden (Ogród Saski), tree trunks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oligolophus tridens (C.L. Koch, 1836)</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
<td>6 ♂, 1 ♀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phalangium opilio Linnaeus, 1758</td>
<td>7 ♂, 1 ♀, 5 ♂, 4 ♂, 1 ♂</td>
<td>10 ♂, 6 ♂, 12 ♂, 10 ♀, 5 ♀, 7 ♂, 2 ♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rilaena triangularis (Herbst, 1799)</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophopilio palpinalis</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opilio canestrinii (Thorell, 1876)</td>
<td>24 ♂, 53 ♂, 19 ♂, 8 ♂, 18 ♂, 29 ♂, 2 ♂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opilio parietinus (De Geer, 1778)</td>
<td>1 ♂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opilio saxatilis C.L. Koch, 1839</td>
<td>26 ♂, 7 ♂, 13 ♂, 18 ♂, 11 ♂, 31 ♂, 6 ♂, j, 41 ♂, 19 j</td>
<td>22 ♂, 41 ♂, 24 ♂, 31 ♂, 6 ♂, j, 41 ♂, 19 j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of O. canestrinii in samples</th>
<th>32.2%</th>
<th>35.4%</th>
<th>30.0%</th>
<th>20.7%</th>
<th>23.1%</th>
<th>25.1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total percentage</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of several years observations made in Lublin by the first author point out that O. canestrinii belongs to the most common harvestmen in strongly urbanized areas. The qualitative investigations on walls of buildings showed that O. canestrinii took meanly 32.5 % harvestmen caught, and the data for tree trunks in a city park were not much lower – 23.3 % (Tab. 1). Such numerous occurrence of the „newcomer” could not be without meaning on the composition of the „native synanthropic fauna”. First of all, Opilio parietinus, a typical
synanthropic species decreased considerably in number. Comparative data from Warsaw and vicinity (Staręga 1963) show that in the past *O. parietinus* was one the most common synanthropes in the urban areas. Now, in Lublin *O. parietinus* belongs to very rare species (Tab. 1), and its place has been taken over by *O. canestrinii*. Similar situation takes place in Warsaw – *O. parietinus* became extremely rare (W. Staręga, unpubl. data). During field work it was several times observed as *O. canestrinii* hunted (eaten) specimens of *Opilio saxatilis* and *Leiobunum rotundum*. It confirms that the immediate predation can, besides the habitat and food competition, cause the damage among the species previously living in synanthropic biotopes. Observations in rural areas, where *O. canestrinii* was not yet found, show that *O. parietinus* is still quite common. The findings of *O. canestrinii* in some other Polish cities (Kraków, Poznań, Warszawa, Wrocław) as well as single samples and observations in other localities give evidence that *O. canestrinii* begins to colonize the whole country, maybe for the time being without towns in the mountains (Fig. 2). Very similar situation has been observed also in Austria, where *O. parietinus* is surrendering in urban areas (Komposch 2002).

Staręga (2004) identified the first specimen of *O. canestrinii* in Warsaw already in 1982 (in fact the very first ones were observed in 1979 and 1980 but got lost). Very few localities and scarce samples (1–2 specimens) could show that the species is in Poland very rare and rather accidental than well established. The situation has diametrically changed within last 10–15 years. Already by the end of 90-ties the species has been observed in dozens of specimens in a single house end even balcony in Białystok. But the real explosion took place in 2004 in Lublin: several years of investigation (2004–2010) revealed that the species is now one of dominants in the city area (over 1000 specimens collected and observed). The results of field investigations show that its occurrence is limited mainly to large or mid-sized towns, whereas in smaller settlements it is very rare or absent. In South-Eastern Poland *O. canestrinii* has not been found in the natural biotopes but the information from the Kępa Redłowska reserve point out that it may be only the matter of time. The control of the invasion is required, because in natural habitats it may exert pressure on other native species, for example the rare *Opilio dinaricus* Šilhavý, which occurs in the same habitat and exhibits similar phenology.
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